
Welcome! 

IDEA Advisory Committee| February 20, 2024



Reflective Question?

“What weather are you feeling today?”  The calm before the storm?



Agenda

1. Welcome & Reflective Question

2. Approval of Minutes

3. Communications

4. Old Business

5. New Business

6. Future Agenda Items

7. Communication From Committee Members

8. Adjournment



Approval of Minutes

Any corrections or revisions? 

When ready to approve:

• One person makes the motion: “I move to approve the minutes from 
the January 29, 2024, meeting as written.” (or “as revised.”)

• Another person seconds the motion: “I second.”

• Any discussion?

• Call for vote by show of hands



Communications

Co-Chairs

• BJ Park

• Chris Paul

Secretary 

• Winnie Lo



Ground Rules Discussion

As you review the draft, consider the following questions:

• Clarity:
• Are the ground rules expressed in a clear and understandable manner? Can 

everyone easily interpret and apply them?

• Inclusivity:
• Do the ground rules embrace inclusivity and ensure that all voices and 

perspectives are valued? Are there any potential areas for improvement in this 
regard?

• Practicality:
• Are the proposed ground rules practical and feasible in the context of our 

committee meetings? Are there any adjustments needed to make them more 
applicable to our discussions?



Community Agreements
1. Treat everyone with kindness; appreciate people’s shared lived experiences. 

2. Listen with an open mind & be curious.

3. Be open to different ideas.

4. Take turns speaking, and use a name tent to signal your desire to speak.

5. Step up and step back.

6. Speak up & take a chance, even if you disagree with the majority.

7. Give the benefit of doubt & be willing to grow.

8. Call someone in… not out. Leave room for error and seek better understanding. (If you 
have been corrected, respect that going forward.)

9. It’s ok to have fun! 

10. Remember conflict is okay. Strive for understanding, not complete agreement.

11. Be mindful of people’s boundaries. 

12. Try not to make assumptions. 



Ground Rules Name
As you review the “Ground Rules” name, consider the following questions:

• Inclusivity:
• How can the name ensure that every member feels a sense of ownership and 

inclusion in our shared guidelines?

• Collaboration:
• What name reflects the collaborative and cooperative spirit we want to foster 

within our committee?

• Positivity:
• Are there terms that evoke a positive and engaging atmosphere, encouraging 

everyone to contribute?



Ground Rules

1. Collaboration Agreements 0

2. Community Agreements 5 – selected as title

3. Committee Guidelines 0

4. Respectful Engagement Pledges 0

5. Collaborative Norms

6. Participation Principles 3

7. Unity Agreements 0

8. Safe Space Commitments

9. Shared Understanding 0

10. Cooperation Pledges



Mission Statement

Mission statements define the IDEA Advisory Committee’s purpose and primary objectives. 

Mission statements are always in the present tense. 
Answers “why do we exist?”.
Short, usually a single sentence. 

Questions to ask:

What is our primary purpose?
What things are important to us?
How does our understanding of Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access fit into our mission?
How do we support the City Council?  What are their expectations and our obligations?



Example

The IDEA Advisory Committee inspires a culture of welcomeness and belonging throughout the City of Tualatin 
and is a conduit of knowledge, insight, and support for City Council and all community members.  We lead by 
embracing the humanity expressed across multiple points of view and respecting the experiences that make us 
unique.   

Wilsonville DEI Committee Example:
The Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee serves to connect Wilsonville to the diverse perspectives and lived 
experiences of its people. We advocate for equitable access and opportunity for every community member. We 
identify barriers to participation and inclusion, and pursue programs, policies, partnerships and ideas that 
remove those barriers.



Vision Statements

Visions also define purpose but focus on goals and aspirations.  These aspirational goals should be uplifting and 
inspirational.  Think of vision statements as being set in stone.  That is, even if the direction or priorities of the 
City change, the vision stays the same.  

Vision statements are timeless and/or future thinking.
Vision statements are aspirational.

Questions to Ask:

What inspires each of us to be a member of this Committee?  What are the common themes?
What goals do we want to reach?  
What are important areas of focus?

Example:

The City of Tualatin is a place where we celebrate all the things that make us different and unique from one 
another and we unite across the common threads of our similarities to serve the people who live, work, and 
visit the City of Tualatin.  



Beliefs

Beliefs are optional in writing a vision and mission statement, but for groups like IDEA, it helps to agree on core 
beliefs that guide the rest of the work you do.  

A belief is an acceptance that something is true or that something exists.
Beliefs connect to values (the next step).
Beliefs are practical, and give you insight about what’s important to you related to components of IDEA.
Beliefs should align with mission and vision.

Questions to Ask:  

What is the knowledge that we value as a group?
What evidence do we have that this knowledge exists?
What experiences do each of us have that point to our beliefs?
What core themes or principles reflect our values and beliefs?



Values

Values are things or ideas that have merit, worth, usefulness, and utility.  In strategic planning, values often 
describe what group can reasonably achieve and is attentive to how you are bounded.  For this group, your work 
is bound to City Council, so their values influence yours.  The best way to start developing a list of values is to 
start brainstorming.  

Questions to Ask:

What values are essential for this committee?
Do some values have priority over others?
Can values be combined?  If we combine some, do they lose meaning?

Example:

Kindness is expressed through benevolent and compassionate behaviors toward each other, even when we 
disagree. 
Authenticity is the foundation of acceptance.  When we are self-aware, we can recognize and appreciate the 
authenticity of others and form meaningful connections that support the City of Tualatin.
Respect means treating others with dignity, acknowledging their worth, and recognizing their individuality. 
Empathy means recognizing the emotions of others and seeking out true understanding from a perspective that 
might not be my own.



Mission Statement – Creating a Draft

• Proposed draft:
The IDEA Committee serves to improve the community of Tualatin by promoting inclusion, celebrating diversity 
pursuing equity and guaranteeing/championing access. 

• Revision discussed in meeting:
We strive to impact the community of Tualatin by promoting inclusion, celebrating diversity pursuing equity and 
prioritizing access. 

Guaranteeing / Championing Access – possible alternatives?
Creating access
Prioritizing access**
Championing access
Bolstering/uplift
Strengthen 
To aim
Strive 



Wrap Up

• Future agenda items
• Next meeting date March 18 & location library Community Room

• Community Survey Results

• Values Alignment: Defining Success 

• Communications from Committee Members 

Announcements

• Turn in your meal order form


